ABSTRACT. This paper proves two general partition theorems and several special cases of each with both of the general theorems based on four q-series identities originally due to L. J. Rogers and G. N. Watson. One of the most interesting special cases proves that the number of partitions of an integer n into parts where even parts may not be repeated, and where odd parts occur only if an adjacent even part occurs is equal to the number of partitions of n into parts = ± 2, ± 3, ± 4, ± 5, ± 6, ± 7 (mod 20). The companion theorem proves that the number of partitions of an integer n into parts where even parts may not be repeated, where odd parts > 1 occur only if an adjacent even part occurs, and where l's occur arbitrarily is equal to the number of partitions of n into parts = ± 1, ± 2, ± 5, ± 6, ± 8, ± 9 (mod 20).
1. Introduction. In 1893 and 1894, L. J. Rogers [8] , [9] , [10] wrote three remarkable articles on expanding infinite products in which he listed many <7-series identities including the two which are now called the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. There are also many other interesting identities in these three papers. Two of the identities on which this paper is based are found in the second article [9, pp. 331-332] , where in the second identity q must be replaced by -q. These two identities are (i.i) £ _jz---no-«*-">■ Z-r1-»=on;=,(i -<74/) /=i ^oir/^a-(?>) and <*>« -no-**-1) -z-* n2+n V2) «=on;=1(i -(-<?)>) /=i «=on2=vi-<7>)
In 1937, G. N. Watson [13] , [14] proved the following four ^-series identities: ,2 "=0fe;9)2/1 fa;?2).. «=o(-9;_9)" 1 (q; q )oo(-q;-q *)Ja4; 5)0 -_^2 + 2n 1 "=<>&> ihn + i (q;q2)x n=0 "^h 1 (q;q2)~tf\-qS)~{-q3\-q5)
-_2"2+2^_ = _J_ y Q4"2+*» to;?2). "=ofo4;«4)" 0-6) _1_ (.q;q2)~(.qS;q20)~(.ql2;q20)Ĩ t is easily seen that (1.3) is equivalent to (1.1) and (1.4 ) is equivalent to (1.2) . Thus Watson reproved two identities which had been originally given by Rogers more than forty years earlier and added two similar identities. The proof of these four given by Watson is extremely simple and elegant.
Then, in 1952, L. J. Slater [12] gave a list of 130 identities of the RogersRamanujan type. The four identities given by Watson are all on this list; one of them appears twice. Finally, in 1965, Basil Gordon [5, p. 747] used the Slater identity which is equivalent to (1.3) to prove the following Theorem. Let A(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bl + b2 + • • • + bs satisfying the condition bl> b2> b3> b4> bs> • • • . Let Bin) denote the number of partitions of n into parts which are either odd (i.e. of the form 2m + 1) or of the forms 20m + 4, 20m -4. Then A(n) = B(n).
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This is a completely different approach to one of the special cases of the general theorem given in §3 of this paper.
We now present a motivation for the two general theorems which will be given in § §2 and 3. We shall call identities (13)-(1.6) the Rogers-Watson identities. The following four propositions show how the Rogers-Watson identities can be combined with the theorems of § §2 and 3 to yield some remarkable combinatorial results. Only Proposition 1 is proved in detail; the others are analogous to it and are stated without proof. Proposition 1. Let A{n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts which are either = 1 (mod 2) or = 4, 16 (mod 20) . Let B(ri) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = SJlj/} • i which satisfy the conditions that for all i, we have f2i = 0 or 2 and f2i • f2i+2 = 0. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n such that every odd integer < the largest part appears at least once as a part. Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bt + b2 + ... + bs where bl> b2> b3> b4> bs > b6>
Proof of Proposition 1. A(n) = B(n) is just the statement of Corollary 7 in §3. To prove A(ri) = C(n) we shall use (1.3) which can be written equivalently as~ gl+3 + S +•••+ (2n-l) j <1J> "=0 (q;q)2n = {q. ql)J^. tfo^i*.
The nth term of the series on the left side of (1.7) generates partitions whose parts are 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2n -1 together with integers chosen from {1, 2, 3. 2n}, that is, partitions in which every odd number < the largest part appears at least once as a summand, so that Z C(n)q"= lZA(n)q\ n=0 n=o Thus C(n) =A(n). C(ri) = D(ri) is trivial since the partitions enumerated by D(ri) are just the conjugates of those enumerated by C(n). Therefore A(n) = B(n) = C(n) = D(n).
Proposition 2. Let A(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts which are either =1 (mod 2) or = 8, 12 (mod 20) . Let B(n) denote the number of partitions ofn of the form n = T,?Llf.
• i which satisfy the conditions that f2 = 0, and for all i we have f2i = 0 or 2 and f2l ■ f2j+2 = 0. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n in which the largest part L is odd, and every odd integer in the interval [3, L] appears at least once as a part. Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = Z>j + b2 + . .. + bs where bl>b2> w. g. connor b3 > Z>4 > bs > b6 ~> b1 > . . . in which the number of parts is odd. Then
Proposition 3. Let A(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts = ±2, ± 3, ± 4, ± 5, ± 6, ± 7 (mod 20) . Let B(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts where even parts may not be repeated, and where odd parts occur only if an adjacent even part occurs. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n such that the largest part L is even, and every even integer < L appears at least once as a part. Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = fej + b2 + • • • + bs where bx > b2> b3> b4> b5 > . . . in which the number of parts is even. Then A(n) = Bin) = C(n) = D(n). Proposition 4. Let A(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts = ± 1, ± 2, ± 5, ± 6, ± 8, + 9 (mod 20). Let B(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts where even parts may not be repeated and where odd parts > 3 occur only if an adjacent even part occurs. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n such that every even integer < the largest part occurs at least once as a part. Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form « = ft, + b2 + .. . + bs where bx > b2 > b3> b4> bs > b6>
2. A general partition theorem and special cases. We now state the main result of this paper first as a general theorem using infinite products and then, in a corollary, as a partition identity. Due to the many conditions of the theorem, most of the relations will be defined recursively. Theorem 1. Let a and k be integers with 1 < a < k. Let Ak a(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = 2]10/). • i, where f0 = k -a, all f(>0, and where the following conditions are satisfied for all i>0 and 0 </ < ifc/2:
(q\q)Jrq\-q)
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To help clarify the above theorem, we now list the first six conditions:
co: /2/+1 = 0 "* max(/2l.,/2f+2) <fc -I.
ci: /2/+1 = 1 "* max(/2f)/2f+2) = k-l.
C2:/2/+i = 2 => max(/2/,/2/+2) = k -1 or<fc-3. c3: /2/+1 = 3 max(/2/. /21+2) = * " 1 or = * -3. C4:/2/+i = 4 =* max(/2(-,/2l+2) = fc-l, = fc-3or<fc-5.
cs:/2/+i = 5 "* max(/2f/2/+2) = *-l. = *-3or = *-5.
We note in particular that these conditions imply /2f < k -1 for all i > 0. Proof of Theorem 1. We define 00
Ck,Ax) = Z (-l)"xfcV2fc + 1)"(" + 1)/2"'" -(1 -jcty2n+1>') n = 0
• fa: a)nKq; q)n where 0 < i < k. We note that Ck 0(x) = 0. Selberg [11, p. 4] has proved that (2.1)
If we define
Since Qk0(x, q) = 0, we can write Qk f(x, q) as a telescoping sum and use (2.3)
to simplify the right side to
In (2.4) we replace x by xq and i by (k -i + 1) and then substitute this expression into the right side of (23) to get
Replace q by -q in (2.5) to get
Multiplying (2.6) by l/fx?; g2)«,, we obtain
= e iy-> fcz ^'+/-v+2/-3 Putting Zfc ,.(x) = ök(1(x,-q)/(xq; q2)" in (2.7) we get Awtt-At.fr.iC*) = (~ D'_1/(l ~xq) (2.8) .
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We may expand Z,fc f(x) as follows:
OO 00
Equating coefficients of xMqN yields 
One easily verifies by mathematical induction that the ck t(M, N) are uniquely determined by (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15).
Let pk i(M, N) denote the number of partitions of N into Af parts of the form Ar= ^f=\fj •/ which also satisfy the list of conditions given in Theorem 1.
The pk j(M, N) clearly satisfy (2.13) and (2.14). We now show that they also satisfy (2.15). N) ] to enumerate any partitions, we must have fx > / -2 which means that fx > / -1. Assuming fx > i -1 we find that for the partitions enumerated by pk ^(Af, N) we have fx satisfying Cf_2, while for those enumerated by pk i(M, N) we have fx satisfying C,_i. But Cf_j holds means recursively that either C,_2 holds or that (f0 < k -(i -1) -1 and /2 < k -(i -1) -1) which implies that either Cf_2 holds or that (J2 < k -0 since f0 <k -i vacuously and since (i -1) is even when / is odd. Thus even with fx > i -1, pk i(M, N) and pk /_1(Af, N) both enumerate the same partitions unless f2 <k -i also. So [pk f(Af, N) -pk ;_i(M, AO] enumerates the partitions of N into M parts which satisfy the first (k + 1) conditions given in Theorem 1 as well as the conditions fx >i-\ and/2 <k -i. Case 2. Let i be an even integer. Now the expression [pk ^(Af, AOpfc l-(Af, AO] enumerates the number of partitions of N into Af parts of the form N = ^]Liff' j where for / > 3, the parts satisfy the first (k + 1) conditions given in Theorem 1 along with the added conditions that fx > i -1 and /2 < -j again. Exactly as in the last paragraph for odd i", we see that when / < / -2, if /j = /* then /j satisfies Cy for both the partitions enumerated by Pkj(M, N) and Pkti-x(M, N). Thus we must again have fx > /-1 for [pfcj,_i(Af, A7) -pfc f(Af, AO] to enumerate any partitions at all. Again assuming fx > i -1, we find that for the partitions enumerated by pk ,(Af, N) we have /x satisfying Cf_j which means recursively that either Cf_3 holds or that [(fQ < k -(i -1) and f2<k-(i-1)) and (f0 = k-(i-1) or f2 = k -(i -1))] which implies that either C,_3 holds or that f2 = k -i + 1 since fQ < k -i + 1 vacuously and since (/ -1) is odd when /* is even. Still under the assumption fx > i -1 we find, however, that for the partitions enumerated by pk ,_i(A/, N) we have /t satisfying C,._2 which means that either C,_3 holds or (/0 < k -(i -2) -1 and f2 < k -(i -2) -1) which implies that either Cf_3 holds or that f2 < k ~ i + 1 since /0 < k -i + 1 vacuously and since (i -2) is even when i is even. Thus when fl > i -1 we have for the partitions enumerated by pk ,_i ( In each of the classes defined by {/j = i -1, f2 = t] with 0 < / < k -i, subtract 2 from every Summand > 2 and drop the (i -1) l's. These then yield partitions of (N-2M + i -1) into (M -i + 1 -1) parts. We shall now verify that if f3 > k -1, then /3 satisfies Cfc_f_j. Assume first that k -1 is even. So if /3 = k -1, then Ck_t holds, which means that either Cfc_f_j holds or (f2 < -(k -1) -1 and /4 < -(k -1) -1) which implies that either Cfc_f_! holds or (f2 < t -1 and /4 < r -1). But f2 -t means that /2 > r -1 so the second condition above cannot be true. So if k -t is even we have that if /3 = k -1 then Ck_r_x holds. Since the conditions are defined recursively, the same is true if /3 > k -t also. Thus if/3 >k-t, then Cfc_r_j holds whenever k -Ms even. Now assume that k -1 is odd. If f3 = k -t -1, then Ck_f_j holds which means that either Ck_t_2 holds or (f2 < k -(k -t -1) -1 and /4 <£-(&-t -1) -1) which implies that either Ck_t_2 holds or (J2 < t and f4 < t). Similarly if f3 = k -t, then Ck_t holds which means that either Ck_t_2 holds or [(/2 < t and /4 < f) and W.G.CONNOR (f2 = t or /4 = r)]. Since f2 = t, the second part of the second condition is always true. Thus if/3 = k -1, then either Ck_f_2 holds or (f2 < r and /4 < r) which means that Cfc_f_j holds. As above, the same holds if /3 > k -1. Thus if /3 > -1, then Cft_f_j holds whenever k -1 is odd also. So if /3 > A: -r, then Cfc_r_j always holds. Then upon subtracting 2 from each summand > 2, we see that if/j >k -1, then Cfc_f_j holds for/" and/2 rather than for f2 and /4. Thus each class defined by {/j = / -1, f2 = t} with 0 < r < & -/ is enumerated by pkik.t(M -j -r + 1, N -2M + i -1).
Since all the procedures in the last paragraph are also reversible in the sense that every partition in the union of the (k -i + 2) mutually disjoint classes which satisfy the special conditions {f\ >Uf2 <k-j}, {fx = i -l,/2 = 0}, f/j = i -1, f2 = 1},. . . , {/j = i -l,f2 = k -ft, as well as the first (k + 1) condi- (-q2k + ll-q2k+lU(rq?k+1-°-,-q2k+i)"
•((-<7)a;-<7"+1L.
This proves Theorem 1. Proof of Corollary 1. We use the same notation for the sets which were originally defined in the statement of the corollary. From Theorem 1 we have
= n a-fl-r1-n a-^r1-n a-^r1 = r n a-?")-1-na-?")-1-n a-0-1]
• n (i-ot1. Thus A2tl(n)=B2 tl(n). If k > 3 in Theorem 1, the infinite products must be interpreted as representing partitions like those of Corollary 1 rather than ordinary partitions. The following three corollaries give the interpretations of Theorem 1 for the special cases k = 3 with a = 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Corollary 4. Let A33(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = 2," xf{ • i which satisfy the conditions that for all i > 1, f2l < 2; for all i > 0, iff2i+, = 1 then f2i = 2 or f2i+ 2 = 2; and for all i > 0, iff2l+1 > 2 then either (f2i = 2 orf2i+2 = 2) or (f2t = 0 andf2l+2 = 0). LetB33(n) denote the number of partitions ofn of the form n = bx + b2 + ... + bs + ct + c2 + ... + ct where bt> bt+l, cf> cj+l,bt G {«I« > 0, n = ± 2, ± 3, ± 6, ± 7, ± 8, ± 10, ±11,+ 12 (mod 28)} and c/G{nln>0,n = ±2 (mod 28)}. Then A3 3(n) = *3>)-Proof of Corollary 4. Let k = 3 and a = 3 in Theorem 1; then the conditions for -f43 3(n) follow directly from Theorem 1. Also in Corollary 1 we have 0 = {n\n > 0, n = ± 1, ± 3, ± 5, ± 7, ± 9, ± 11, ± 13 (mod 28)}, s3,3 = {n\n>0,n = ± 1,±2, ±5, ±6, ±8,±9,± 12, ± 13 (mod 28)}, S3,3 " ("I" > 0, n = ± 1, ± 5, ± 9, ± 13 (mod 28)}, 5|>3 = {n\n > 0, n s ± 2, ± 6, ± 8, ± 12 (mod 28)}, 2Sf3 = {nln > 0, n ■ ± 2, ± 10 (mod 28)}, (53,3)' = {«I« > 0, n = ± 3, ± 7, ± 11 (mod 28)}, r3,3 = {n\n>0,n = ±2 (mod28)}, 3,3 = in\n >Q,n = ±\Q (mod 28)}, and (£3,3)' V Se3>3 U 1V3>3 = {nl«>0,n=±2,±3,±6,±7,±8,±10, ±11, ±12 (mod 28)}.
Let B3 3(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bx + b2 + . . . + bs + cx + c2 + . . . + ct where bt >bi+l,Cj> cf+ !, ö( G (Sf 3)' U 53,3 u W3,3 and ci G T3,3-Then by Corollary \,A3i3(n) = B3>3(n).
Corollary 5. Let A32(n) denote the number of partitions ofn of the form n = 'L°?Llfi-i which satisfy the conditions that for all i> l,f2i< 2; for alli>\, iff2i+ j = 1 then f2i = 2 or f2i+2 -2; for all i>l, iff2i+ x > 2 then 108 w. g.connor either (f2i = 2 orf2i+2 = 2) or (f2i = 0 and f2i+2 = 0); and iffx > 1 then f2 = 2. Let B32(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bt + b2 + . . . + bs + ct + c2 + .. . + ct where bt > bi+i,Cj>cj+l,bt E{n\n> 0, n = ± 2, ± 4, ± 5, ± 6, ± 7, ± 8, ± 9, ± 10 (mod 28)} and cy £ {nln > 0, n = ±6 (mod 28)}. Then A32(n) = 53>2(n).
Proof of Corollary 5. Let k = 3 and a = 2 in Theorem 1; then the conditions for^43 2(«) follow directly from Theorem 1. Also in Corollary 1 we have S3t2 = {n\n>0,n = ± 1,±3, ±4, ±6,±8,± 10, ± 11, + 13 (mod28)}, T3t2 = {nln > 0, n & ± 6 (mod 28)}, (5f>2)'U5|>2 U W32 = {n\n>0,n = ±2, ±4, ±5, ±6, ±7, ±8, ±9, ± 10 (mod 28)}.
Let B3 2(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bt + b2 + . . . + bs + ct + c2 + . . . + ct where b{ > bi+1, c;-> cj+ OS*^)' U sl,2 u w3,2 and G ^ j. Then by Corollary \,A3 2(n) = B3 2(n).
Corollary
6. Let A3 ,(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = 2," tft • / which satisfy the conditions that for all i > 1, f2i < 2; /or a/7 f > 1, i/"/2/+! = 1 then f2i = 2 or f2i+2 = 2; for all i> 1, i//2/+! > 2 ezYner (/2/ = 2 or f2i+2 = 2) or (/2i = 0 and /2(+2 = 0); and ft>0 arbitrarily. Let 531(n) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = bx + b2 + . . . + bs + Cj + c2 + . . . + ct where b( > bi+ i,Cj> cf+1,biE {n\n> 0,n = ± l, + 2,±4, ±6, ±7, ± 10, ± 12, ± 13 (mod 28)} and cy. E [n\n > 0, n = ± 10 (mod 28)}. 7^en43il(«) = .r?3jl(«).
Proof of Corollary 6. Let = 3 and a = 1 in Theorem 1; then the conditions for.«43il(n) follow directly from Theorem 1. Also in Corollary 1 we have S3>1 = {n\n > 0, n = ± 2, ± 3, ± 4, ± 5, ± 9, ± 10, ± 11, ± 12 (mod 28)}, 7*3fl = {nln > 0, n = ± 10 (mod 28)}, (S^yuSf^ U W3>1 = {nln>0,n = ± 1,±2,±4,±6,±7, ±10, ±12, ± 13 (mod 28)}.
Let 531(«) denote the number of partitions of n of the form n = &, + Z>2 + . . . + bs + ct + c2 + . .. + ct where bt >bi+i, Cj > cj+ i,btE (531)' U s3,i u ^3,1 and e ^s.i-Then by Corollary \,A3tl(ri) = ß3>1(n).
3. Another general partition theorem and special cases. In §1 the four Rogers-Watson identities are given in (1.3)-(l .6). In Propositions 3 and 4 in the same section, we see that Corollaries 2 and 3 of §2 are closely related to (1.4) and (1.5), respectively. In fact, Corollary 2 was discovered by iterating the expres-
